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INTRODUCTION 

FRAMEWORK 

The report is developed within the scope of the Final Project in Architecture course 2, which 

is part of the 5th year of the Integrated Master in Architecture, Instituto Superior Técnico 

and its goal is to describe and justify the project developed during the academic year 

2015/2016. 

From the urban study to the architecture project, there is a wide range of scales from the 

scale of the city to the architectural piece. 

The urban study is developed in the riverside area between the Tower of Belém and the 

mouth of the river Jamor. The statement proposes the search for answers to the challenge 

of the compatibility between: the port infrastructures; spaces of science, culture, leisure, 

sport, spectacle and communication; the territorial context; the intentions of the entities that 

manage the territory; and public and private opportunities. 

From the urban study the architecture project selects an area of greater relevance, to be 

developed to a more approximate scale. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

To define objectives, the entities including the Oeiras City Council, the Lisbon City Council 

and the Port of Lisbon Administration that most directly intervene on this territory were 

consulted. 

This is an opportunity to revitalize the city on the riverside, through urban continuity. 

However it is intended to maintain part of the character of the open areas for the 

accomplishment of major events like the NOS ALIVE or Volvo Ocean Race. It is also 

intended to explore the area for recreational boating and competition boating, and offering 

unique conditions worldwide. 

Taking into account all these premises, the main objective is the execution of an urban 

study for this area, looking for its requalification and valorisation. 

 

PROBLEMS AND METHODOLOGY 

At the beginning, the greatest problem identified was the desertification of this area, 

motivated by the end of previously existing activities and the difficulty in potentiating and 

recovering it for new uses. This is the result of the segregation between the area in question 

and the area of Algés, motivated by the barrier created by the railroad connecting Lisbon 

to Cascais and Avenida Marginal. There are other problems such as obsolete nautical and 

port infrastructures and degraded buildings. In addition, this territory is managed by several 

entities and there is diverse legislation for different zones of the same territory. It is located 

in the municipality of Lisbon and in the municipality of Oeiras, so it has to comply with the 

rules of both municipalities. 

Despite all the problems listed, there is enormous potential for development. This riverside 

area of Lisbon offers unique conditions in the nautical panorama and is next to the area of 



Belém. This area is consolidated, and for that reason it is necessary to consider a relation 

of continuity until the mouth of the river Jamor. 

However, to intervene in this area, an analysis was required throughout the territory of 

Lisbon, mainly to its road network. The constant increase in traffic calls for changes in the 

road network. The rail network near the river introduces harsh urban barriers, denoting the 

constant need for alternatives for its transposition. 

Considering the importance of the connection with the existing urbanized zone, the analysis 

includes not only the zone of intervention, but also of the Algés area. Using a methodology 

for identifying problems and solving them with small proposals, the urban project was 

expanded, consolidating Algés as a whole. 

In the riverside zone, it is a priority to redefine the coastline in order to respond to hydraulic 

and nautical needs. At the same time an urban project is developed that combines the 

coastal activities and the consolidated city. 

From the identified needs, the proposal of an intermodal station emerges as a key solution. 

The choice of its location allows, immediately, to formalize the urban project proposal. 

Subsequently, it returns to the architecture project of the station, thus completing the entire 

development of the project, giving meaning to the proposal. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 

TRANSPORT NETWORK REORGANIZATION PROPOSAL 

As for the transport network structure of the city of Lisbon, one can clearly see a process 

of adding concentric paths that are being created to follow the growth of the city and the 

bridges that connect the two margins are implanted at the end of those paths .The 

expansion of the city and the increase of traffic, demands those connections through the 

outermost rings. 

The 25th of April Bridge was the first to be built, and was implanted as close as possible to 

the city centre. Beside its location, seeks distributes the traffic through a circular road. 

Similarly Vasco da Gama Bridge connects to a circular road (Internal Circular of Lisbon - 

CRIL), but this time more external, taking out the traffic from the city centre. 

However, the 25 de Abril Bridge is more congested than ever and it introduces directly to 

Lisbon its entire flow of vehicles. The question of the pertinence of the construction of a 

third crossing is therefore answered. 

It proposes a third crossing to the west connecting to an even more external circular. This 

new bridge favors the distribution of traffic on the periphery, leading to the External Circular 

of Lisbon (CREL). 

 

Analysing the railway structure, it is immediately identified as the main problem the section 

of line connecting the Cais do Sodré to Algés. This section is clearly a barrier and 

segregates the entire marginal strip along the river. 



The main objective of this railroad is to allow the access the metro network. Therefore 

extending this network, this section of the railroad could be easily deactivated. 

This means that the metro network has not been growing at a desirable pace. This network 

is too small and with few connections. At present is non-existent and the only point of 

contact with the Cascais line is at the Cais do Sodré terminal. 

The metro should grow and the connection with the Cascais line should happen in an area 

closer to the urban limits of the city and the metro will ensure the transportation within the 

urban areas now served by the train. 

The valley of Jamor is the chosen place to give the transhipment releasing the pressure 

over the riverside zone, dynamizing the sport centre of Jamor, through better transports 

and conditions of access. 

On the sight of the former factory of Lusalite and the station of Cruz Quebrada, it is 

proposed a station that integrates, train, metro, ferries, taxis, buses and a cable car for 

sightseeing across the valley of Jamor. 

Therefore the choice of this location, for the station and for the third crossing of the Tejo, is 

supported and justified, gaining strength as a proposal. With the construction of a car silo, 

it is possible to cross the Tejo by car and to take the metro to Lisbo. 

 

Once the railroad barrier is abolished, Avenida Marginal / Avenida da India no longer needs 

to be doubled to allow circulation on the South side through the Algés / Brasília Avenue 

Promenade, with only one avenue being necessary. 

The intention is to reduce traffic across this avenue, and to enlarge its sidewalk and building 

a bicycle path. 

At square of Algés Is proposed removing the taxi park, the bus terminal and the accesses 

to CRIL. All roads are reorganized in order to give it the character of a pleasant square. 

With these interventions, the square of Algés becomes, thecenter of the whole urban 

project. It is already making the connection between Lisbon and Oeiras but now it is 

intended to make also the connection between Algés and the riverside area, lowering the 

marginal and all the connections with CRIL, in this section, allowing a pedestrian 

transposition without obstacles. 

This way the urban intervention proliferates like an oil slick from this square. 

 

URBAN PROJECT FOR ALGÉS 

After solving the problems of the Square of Algés, it becomes evident that it would not be 

enough to intervene in the riverside zone. 

It is then necessary to redesign the horseshoe-shaped square, proposed by Faria da Costa 

in the 1940s. Its limits are then redesigned by proposing new buildings that close the 

unfinished blocks, accommodating houses, services, commerce, catering and a hotel. 



In the vicinity of the square there are unfinished blocks, forgotten land and empty spaces 

left by the proposed reorganization of the roads. It is proposed the construction of more 

buildings, including a theatre and a car silo. 

In the old location of the Algés bullfight arena, there is now a roundabout. Abolishing the 

roundabout, it is possible to link the Avenida Bombeiros Voluntários de Algés and the 

square. This avenue becomes the guiding line and the project extending through the Algés 

valley. 

Occupying the space left by the roundabout, a small square is proposed in front of the 

Algés market, surrounded by a cultural centre and a church. 

Right next to the market square is a housing complex that finishes the confrontation of the 

avenue, with the slope of CRIL. It proposes a new street front through the perpendicular 

coupling of buildings to a support wall, similar to Bouça's housing complex, by architect 

Siza Vieira. 

Further north, new opportunities for intervention arise. In this course, the existence of a 

football field leads to the proposal of a sports centre. Benches, small support buildings, 

swimming pool and tennis courts are designed. This centre benefits from the existence of 

a sports hall and numerous schools nearby. 

Next to the sports centre, it is remarkable the presence of four residential towers in line with 

the avenue proposing three towers that, in the same alignment, complete the street front. 

The proposal for Miraflores makes Monsanto to cross the CRIL and to merge with the park, 

but at the same time it introduces urbanity. Towers of the same typology of the previous 

intervention are implanted, but this time with a free implantation, according to the purposes 

of the Letter of Athens. 

URBAN PROJECT FOR THE WATERFRONT 

The waterfront that develops from the Tower of Belém to Alcântara is delimited by the 

avenue and the river limit in parallel. That defines a perfectly regular territory. Following the 

same principle, it is drawn a line of contact with the river also parallel to the Avenue of India. 

For this to happen, the Pedrouços dock is eliminated. 

The dock has many problems and it is unable to perform the duties now required for it. The 

entrance is oriented downstream, which increases the level of silting and allows the direct 

entry of the waves from the sea. Its geometry was not favourable for the operation of a 

marina. 

It is proposed an infrastructure that allows the use all the piers and at the same time 

protecting them from the effects of the sea. This infrastructure is no more than an arch-

shaped breakwater. Its tops are placed in order to create two entrances facing upstream. 

To ensure an easier and cheaper maintenance of the breakwater, it is proposed to build a 

bridge that connects to the pier next to the Champalimaud foundation. By this way the 

breakwater also assumes the connection to the fingers of the marina. The breakwater is 

accessible to vehicles and contains technical storage areas, support for the maintenance 

of boats and facilities for the mariners. 

At this point the coastline is fully available to offer the maximum contact with the river, so it 

is necessary to propose an urban design for the area of intervention. 



A proposal of urban design is formulated showing an orthogonal mesh of 110 x 110 meters, 

intending to control the territory subdividing it. This new mesh grabs pathways and 

alignments, integrating into the existing city. 

The shoreline has a simple design, according to the mesh and offers infrastructures 

directed to nautical. The infrastructures are: two ramps of more than four hundred meters 

wide, several points for swivel cranes, a dock for gantry cranes and a staircase in front of 

Algés square. 

The territory is divided between the municipality of Oeiras and the municipality of Lisbon, 

with each municipality having its urban rules. The most conditioning factor of the proposal 

was the prohibition for constructing residential buildings on the riverfront of Lisbon. 

It is decided to rehabilitate the two Docapesca buildings. Its rehabilitation and reuse houses 

a nautical centre in the nascent building and a sports centre with gymnasium, swimming 

pool and commerce in the west building. 

Behind the buildings of Docapesca there is a portion of undeveloped land belonging to the 

Champalimaud foundation. Therefore are proposed guidelines for a future intervention. 

It proposes a building that houses restaurants next to the square. 

In Oeiras is proposed a housing complex of band buildings and a Hotel. The arrangement 

perpendicular to the river comes from the search for the introduction of water, through 

channels, in the gaps between the buildings. 

Four hangars and a support building respond to the needs of the Volvo Ocean Race. The 

hangars allow to accommodate the teams of sailors during the event, and also to be rented 

throughout the year. The support building serves to accommodate technical areas in 

support of hangars and odder facilities, and press and work spaces for all the staff involved. 

If the Volvo Ocean Race moves its headquarters to Lisbon, this building may also fulfil this 

function. 

A sloping square is designed to host events like NOS ALIVE, or just to be used as a public 

space. Adjacent to it, a space of culture, with multiuse and exhibition halls. It is also 

proposed a car silo to be used in a variety of events. It is proposed a covered pathway that 

links the three structures and culminates in a portico at the entrance to this space of events. 

This plan also proposes a seafront promenade that comes from Belém along the coast, 

passing through the riverside area of Algés, aiming to seize the future promenade of Oeiras 

that intends to connect to Cascais. It is at the mouth of river of Jamor that it passes the new 

Station of Cruz Quebrada. 

 

ARCHITECTURE PROJECT FOR THE INTERMODAL STATION OF CRUZ QUEBRADA 

The first approach to the project was the definition of the program. This would have to 

integrate different modes of transport. Located in such a peripheral and depopulated area, 

the station would also have to offer a series of other services, giving it autonomy. 

The program includes: the Cascais train terminal, the metro terminal station, a waterway 

embarkation dock, bus terminal, taxi park, the Jamor valley cable car, a car silo, a 



supermarket, a warehouse, shopping areas, dining areas and small cafes and 

tobacconists. 

After defining the program two groups of different uses were evident. Transport and 

commerce. It is presented as conceptual solution enabling the understanding of two 

different languages. One very attached to the ground, strong, unchanging and perennial. 

Another light, subtle and almost fragile that sits and wraps like a thin skin. 

The strong foundation resolves the entire transport infrastructure in order to be self-

sufficient and independent. On it, the thin cover that gives shelter and comfort to the interior 

and that incorporates all the commercial part. It was intended that these two moments felt 

distinct, but never readable separately. 

The solutions adopted are strongly linked to the attention given to the whole environment, 

its built-up preexistence, the road network, morphology, hydraulics, winds and climate. 

The base is developed giving a special attention to the train. No changes are done to 

Cascais rileway. The route is interrupted, but its placement is maintained. The terminal has 

six lines and four platforms. 

The decks are at street level and exterior-interior transition is not felt. There is no main 

entrance, the possibilities of access are endless, which allows a total permeability. 

The lower floor, on quota 4, houses the large atrium of distribution from which there is 

access to all transports. This perfectly regular atrium is placed following the platforms, but 

all other spaces take various directions. 

Access to the various transports is made through excavated spaces, passing by stairs, 

tunnels, illuminated atriums, courtyards, even a pontoon that launches by the river. The 

whole base provides external routes through various platforms 

The metro works almost independently. It is located under the mouth of the river Jamor and 

launches its accesses to the two banks of the river. The access of the west bank goes 

directly in the lobby of the station. 

The placement of the road transports is suggested by the old tunnel that allowed the 

passage, below the marginal, to the trains that followed for the old station of the national 

stadium. The reuse of the tunnel is then proposed. A roof is proposed covering the bus 

stop. Freight trucks use the same tunnel to access the unloading warehouse. 

Another tunnel is created for pedestrians. This allows the crossing of the marginal, serving 

as access to the car silo. 

In the upper volume everything is light and calm, with the day light crossing the spaces, 

touching subtly at its base and rising with terraces, patios and balconies that let to observe 

all the surrounding exterior and interior. 

The main purpose of this volume is to provide protection. In addition to covering the station 

he embraces it to the South and to the Este. The prevailing winds in Lisbon are from 

Northwest, but during storms they tend to be from South. The volume allows natural 

ventilation opening towards the northwest, and protects against storms closing to the 

south. 



This structure is composed of four main bodies. The coverage of the platforms of the train 

station, the surrounding volume of the lobby, the south volume that houses the shopping 

areas, and the north volume of the supermarket and warehouse. 

The platform cover is intended to be simple and large-scale, with concrete structure, pillars 

placed twenty apart. Beams create a ten by ten square mesh that serves as the basis for a 

metal structure that supports the glass frame. Glass was the material chosen to cover this 

structure, and to emphasize it, as well as to provide natural illumination. 

The volume surrounding the atrium resolves the horizontal accesses through 

passageways. Contrary to the coverage of the platforms, a greater control over light is 

intended here. It´s a totally opaque cover supporting a landscaped terrace 

The south long body, on the two upper floors, houses commerce and restaurants and an 

enjoyable patio. In the lower floor it houses technical areas and between them a large span 

allows the free transition between the exterior and the platforms and the opening of patios 

that communicate with the inferior circulation spaces 

The north volume connects to the atrium volume. The supermarket is located on the top 

floor, and the large storage room on the lower floor. This volume is crossed by a freight 

elevator that accesses all floors. 

There are five vertical access points. Four at the vertices of the atrium and one at the end 

of the South volume. They link the two moments of construction: transport and commerce. 

These two worlds result from the same design. Its fusion is delicate and the shape of one 

reflects the shape of the other. Committed to its surroundings, the Cruz Quebrada 

Intermodal Station does not intend to assert itself, but rather to interact and integrate into 

the environment. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The project statement proposes the development of an urban study for the riverside zone 

between the mouth of the river Jamor and the tower of Belém. This statement was quite 

pertinent because it was based on a real and current need of the city of Lisbon. 

This riverside area has an enormous potential for urban development, based mainly on its 

geographical location, excellent for water sports. 

An opportunity to make Lisbon a reference in the nautical world and also to re-establish 

another point of contact with the river. These are the two main goals that become possible 

when abolishing the train line. Not having only influence in the area of intervention, the same 

privilege is offered to the entire western coast of the city of Lisbon. This is made possible 

by the integration of the project into the Cruz Quebrada Intermodal Station. 

The proposal of urban intervention for the Algés valley, could be made even without the 

abolition of the railway line, reconfiguring and qualifying this urban area. Because they are 

so sensitive and accurate, interventions are localized and independent. 



Continuing this work, it would be important to develop the proposals for the car silo and for 

cable car of Jamor, and to deepen a study that would justify and make feasible the project 

for the third crossing of the Tejo River. 

It ends up being formalized a project that above all leaves provocations and guidelines for 

future interventions, and foresees the continuity of the current interest of the city of Lisbon 

in its riverside zones. 


